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ABSTRACT

The study explores the specifics of silence at Ludwig Wittgenstein. The starting premise is that silence is a manifestation of intentional communication. If silence is intentional, however, quiet is always unintentional. Ludwig Wittgenstein discovers that reflective thinking can be expressed either by language, either by silence. He develops the thesis of linguistic silence: "Whereof one cannot speak, thereof one must be silent." Linguistic silence communication dimensions are explained.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Ludwig Wittgenstein discovers philosophy as a gracious, benevolent accusation against language. He has nothing against language itself, but against its limits. Actually, he is not unkind to those either. The observation of the language limits is an act of submission.

The seventh thesis of the Tractatus is the thesis of linguistic silence. “Whereof one cannot speak, thereof one must be silent” (7) (Wittgenstein, 1961). Knowledge is larger than language. Let us remember that for Dionysius the Areopagite the word is larger than knowledge; cognition is seen as being separate from language. There is a cognition which can be linguistically formatted and philosophically expressed. But there is also another cognition which cannot be verbalized, which must be yielded to silence. Basically, Wittgenstein claims that thought is unlimited, whereas language is limited: where language does not cover thought anymore linguistic silence takes over. Hence, in order to fully express itself, thought uses both language and silence. It can be inferred that it is a silence of the language, a linguistic silence. S. Zizek considers that “The primordial fact is not Silence (waiting to be broken by the divine word) but the noise, the confuse murmur of the Real in which there is not yet distinction between a figure and its background. The first creative act is therefore to create silence” (Zizek, 2006, p. 224) (also Baker, 1955; Zeligs, 1961; Jensen, 1973; Johannesen, 1974; Jaworski, 1997). The reason to support the infinity of thought is given by the impossibility to think beyond thought. In order to trace a limit of thought, says Wittgenstein, one should be able to think both sides of that limit. One should, therefore, “be able to think what cannot be thought”. The absurd of actually thinking what cannot be thought cancels the limit: thought has no limits.
2. TOWARD A LINGUISTIC SILENCE

The object of philosophy is a problem of language and of thoughts: "The object of philosophy is the clarification of thoughts. Philosophy is not a theory, but an activity. A philosophical work consists essentially of elucidations (4112) (Wittgenstein, 1961). In this regard, philosophy must ensure a suitable language to thought, transforming itself in an act that consists essentially of elucidations. Any elucidation is an elucidation by language. It becomes necessary, as language is narrow. By no means relinquishing the elucidation of language, philosophy functions appears as “language criticism” and as an activity, not a doctrine: „Philosophy is not a theory but an activity” (4.112) (Wittgenstein, 1961).

For Wittgenstein the world is the sum of the facts that take place. "The facts in the logical space are the world” (1.13) (Wittgenstein, 1961). The facts are the image of thought. These images compose a fundamental representation since they have in common with the facts “the logical form of representation” (2.2.) (Wittgenstein, 1961). The image has no obligation as regards being true or false. It represents what it represents “through its form of representation”. Vericonditional independence rules out the a priori truthfulness of the image. Thought has, in Wittgenstein’s view, a cogitational aspect and a linguistic aspect. It is first of all a logical image of the facts “The logical picture of the facts is the thought” (3) (Wittgenstein, 1961), and second of all it is a proposition with a significance: "the thought is the significant proposition”(4) (Wittgenstein, 1961).

Wittgenstein’s cogitation is strictly logical and verbalizing it must be meaningful. In order to exist, speech must be a representation. The word, the discourse, the logos have the picture as a model. The language of fact edification is conditioned by logic. The language of reason is reduced to a perfectly logic language. What remains outside logical language is silence. Hanna Appleqvist speaks about “facts that are expressible in meaningful language and that which must be passed over in silence” (Appelqvist, 2013, p. 44) (also Neacșu, 2006; Ionescu, 2008).

Seen in the amplitude of human experience manifestations, the language of silence is not uniform. Human experience has illogical parts as well. Because of this deficiency, it does not benefit from a logical expression. Consequently, everyday language represents a component of silence. The substance of silence is illogical, a-logical, pseudo-logical, hypo-logical or brahi-logical. If the object of philosophy is of reasoning and logical nature, it then follows that wisdom, which is not absolutely and permanently logical, has one more component (Bruneau & Satoshi, 1988; Tannen & Saville-Troike, 1985; Bilmes, 1994). Wittgenstein’s philosophy only deals with those thoughts that are supported logically, the rest being discarded into linguistic silence. Beyond logical analysis, a secondary philosophical practice is not admitted. The method of logical philosophy would consist of “say nothing except what can be said” (6.53) (Wittgenstein, 1961). When someone wants to say something metaphysical, the method demands “To demonstrate to him that he had given no meaning to certain signs in his propositions”.

Thought is infinite in Wittgenstein’s view and it functions in a logical space. The other two elements of Wittgenstein’s discourse universe are the world and the language. "The limits of my language mean the limits of my world" (5.6) (Wittgenstein, 1961). The reasoning subject has a world of facts, a world of his own. The only thing that he understands is this language – “the language which only I understand” (5.62) (Wittgenstein, 1961). It seems uncharacteristic of Wittgenstein to notice that what can be comprehended is not the world, but the language. As such, the comprehension of the world is bound to be circumscribed to the limits of the language. A limited language is the indicator of a limited world (Dumitru, 2004; Ghenea, 2006).
At the level of cogitation, “logic fills the world: the limits of the world are also its limits” (5.61) (Wittgenstein, 1961).

As the world and the language are measurable, it follows that to state that “logic fills the language” says something about the philosophical exigency of the language logical construction. In order to be able to represent the world, the language needs to have a logical structure. Silence remains the illogical part of language. Silence does not limit only the language, but the world as well, since the limits of the language are the limits of the world. Language can have a wider or more narrow range, logic, however, is fixed. As such, silence must be adopted when the logic is silent (Le Breton, 1997; Țenescu, 2009; Gifu & Cristea, 2011; Ionescu, 2013).

Logic censures everything, but it becomes deficient when applied to silence. Illogical language is left in the form of silence called discretion. The Wittgenstein of the Tractatus conceives silence as being philosophical only as far as speech can be logical: “Whereof one cannot speak <logically> (our addition, author Ștefan Vlăduțescu), thereof one must be silent”(7). Discourse must be logical. Unable to be logical, it must be silent. It is not an option, it is the end of a range: rather than miss the logic of expression, one should be silent. Thus, linguistic silence defines itself as a punishment for being illogical. To admit silence means to agree that language is not totally logical. After all, it is commonly acknowledged that the “logical space” defines a silence. Through the perfection of language itself, a space of silence is separated (Kulczycki, 2012; Vlăduțescu, 2013a; Vlăduțescu, 2013c).

Silence signifies in the same manner as the facts in the logical space, but it brings meaning as a boldness, a significance and an abdication from logic. Consequently, the semantic, semiotic and logical plans are exceeded. Silence is tied from the outside to the logic, it establishes itself on the linguistic edge of formal exigency. It has nothing to do with what is unutterable or secret.

With regard to his contribution in the improvement of the linguistic apparatus of philosophy, Wittgenstein is totally defeated, because his logical language has a limit, called silence. He is defeated, as he does not belong to the world: “the subject does not belong to the world but it is the limit of the world” (5.632) (Wittgenstein, 1961).

In order not to yield everything, Wittgenstein interposes between speech and silence what can be shown: “but that can clearly not be said: it shows itself” (6.36) (Wittgenstein, 1961). P. R. Horn specifies "As Wittgenstein said in a letter to Bertrand Russell, the distinction between what can and what cannot be expressed by the propositions of language is the central aim of the Tractatus. This is the distinction between saying and showing” (Horn, 2005, p. 103). A language of the sight takes from the linguistic silence. To show is not a part of silence, but it is not an act of saying, either. Sight cannot be silent but it is not logical either. It is not within the “logical space” but it does not propel silence either. A part of what cannot be said can be shown. When it becomes sight and silence, says Wittgenstein, “logic must take care of itself” (5.473) (Wittgenstein, 1961).

Logic takes care of the language of silence and the language of showing. Moreover, it deals with itself. On the other hand, it deals with itself precisely as a superlative of musing over everything. Logic pays attention to everything, but only within the logical space can it fully express itself as logic. Beyond the logical space, logic falls silent or it shows, purely by means of language (Vlăduțescu, 2004; Ogonowska, 2005; Vlăduțescu, 2009). Silence barely has a logical cover, its essence is linguistic. Discourse signifies only by means of the logical part of expression, by means of its silence-showing part, it merely indicates. The Tractatus itself, like any expression, says Wittgenstein, has two parts: “one which is shown and one that I haven’t written yet, the latter being the true one”.
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Our thesis is that language comes after. As such, we can find support in Wittgenstein: what is important comes after, the not-written perfects the work. The true words are uttered in absence, as a celebration of the absence. The message reaches us after the discourse perishes. The logos is buried in the message. Universal logical speech becomes visible as a sequential message. The logical space becomes message when it is absorbed as silence: on these grounds S. Bindemann bases his thesis according to which for Wittgenstein and Heidegger “silence itself represents a way for speech to function beyond the power of words” (Bindemann, 1981, p. 7). The methodological demands and enforcing the logical analysis from the Tractatus will turn out to be impossible to implement in the Wittgenstein II period (Vlăduțescu, 2013b). “Philosophical Investigations” move the examination from the logical space towards the former logical space of silence and showing. Former logical language is represented by common language. Here logical analysis of the language overcomes itself. It is labeled as “gradual liberation from interpretation”.

There is no new conception about the language in “Philosophical Investigations”, but an extension of the analysis of daily language, a part of the silence in Tractatus. Silence defines itself as a place of language games in which the meaning of the word is given by its usage in the discourse. Logic and philosophy find solace in giving up being logical in order to come closer to the factual use of language. Philosophy used to be an activity, now speaking a language becomes part of an activity or part of a form of life. In the activity called language game, the words no longer refer to a certain logic, but only to the momentum of usage. Language games bring pragmatics in the field of philosophy. Speech has an action function which manifests itself in the language games. Now philosophy “looks on the language-game as the primary thing” (656) (Wittgenstein, 2009). From logic, we move on to grammar. Whereas the limit used to be drawn by logic, in the field of silence the delimitations are made by grammar. “Essence is expressed by grammar” (371) (Wittgenstein, 2009). After all, grammar is the logic of everyday language. It is grammar that excludes the possibility of a private language. The limits of speech have been overcome towards silence, and the limits of silence are enveloped as language games. C. Kenny shows that “Silence manifests in many forms” (Kenny, 2011, p. 69); the form that illustrates Wittgenstein is linguistic silence.

3. CONCLUSION

Ludwig Wittgenstein shows about ”Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus”: “The whole sense of the book might be summed up in the following words: what can be said at all can be said clearly, and what we cannot talk about we must consign to silence” (Wittgenstein, 1961, p. 3). Silence guides both as ex-logical linguistic presence and as linguistic limit of the logic. With Wittgenstein we are not merely dealing with a phenomenon of silence, but with an accomplishment, with a conceptual figuration of the limits of language, with a communication of silence, with linguistic silence. “What cannot be spoken” constitutes a determined linguistic presence. Through silence the absolute limits of language are reached.
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